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THE OBSERVANCE OF JEWISH
BOOK MONTH
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The closest observance we have to
Jewish Newspaper Month is the
period from November 26 to Decem-
ber 26, which is sponsored by the
Jewish Book Council of the Jewish
Welfare Board as Jewish Book
Month. This significant cultural
event has deep meaning especially
for publishers of Jewish newspapers.

Just as the Jewish weekly news-
paper has awakened in sundry ways
a consciousness in the Jewish com-
munity of Jewish spiritual values
and an interest in all things Jewish,
week by week, so has the Book

Council sought to keep alive the memory of great scholars,
authors, and poets through the observance of literary anni-
versaries.

The teachers, writers and editors who comprise the Jew-
ish Book Council have mapped a campaign whose aim is to
give the Jewish book the place of honor in the Jewish li-
brary, school and home that it truly deserves. The cam-
paign it has set in motion has enlisted whole communities,

hundreds of Jewish Centers, synagogues and temples. It
has drawn to it organizations of every stripe and hue in
the Jewish community.

In a thoughtful and moving appraisal of the meaning of
Jewish Book Month, Rabbi Mortimer J. Cohen of the Jewish
Book Council has sagely pointed out that the event “bids us
to pause for a moment and pay reverence to books, the fruit-
age of men’s souls, and directs us to read them for instruc-
tion and edification, and for renewal of the spirit. For us,
as they have been for our forefathers, Jewish books can be
a source of comfort in sorrow, hope in times of distress, and
in hours of despair they can give us courage and faith and
the will to live as Jews.”

AN IMPORTANT ANNIVERSARY

On November 29, 1947 the Unit'ed Nations decreed the
establishment of a Jewish State in Palestine. On May 15th,

in accordance with this decision and in the absence of defin-
itive action by the UN or Mandatory Power, the people of

Israel themselves put the UN decision into effect, decreed
and established the free and independent nation of Israel.
Israel exists today firmly and solidly and beyond the chal-
lenge of any unfriendly nation or group of nations to undo it.

Despite British treachery and Arab aggression aided by
other unfriendly lands, the achievements in bringing Israel

into existence and fighting off its enemies have been

amazing.
We have great faith in the future of Israel. The tre-

mendous developments whvch took place since one year ago
gives us confidence that the coming year will continue to

show a terrific growth in the newest member of the family

of nations.

LAST WORD IN MODERN SCIENTIFIC DRY CLEANING

Distinctive Dry Cleaning, Inc.
New Plant New Methods New Satisfaction |

Bring Your Own Or ’Phone For Pickup And Delivery j
i 1815 SAN MARCO BLVD. PHONE 9-8683 |

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY AT THE

Tip Top Super Market
Complete Line of Fresh Fruit Vegetables Frozen Foods

Beer and Wine Kosher Salami Whipped Butter

Pickled Herring —Sour Cream Cottage Cheese

NEW YORK STAR BREAD

MAURICE HAMMERMAN, Owner
3104 Atlantic Blvd. St. Nicholas Shopping Center
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Thanksgiving
BY DAVID SCHWARTZ

’ (Copyright, 1948, Jewish Telegraphic
Agency, Inc.)

Little red-headed, freckle-fac-
ed, knock-kneed, bow-legged
Tommy was asked by his teacher
on Thanksgiving Day, "What
have you got to be thankful for?"

“Nothing,” replied Tommy,
“God nearly spoilt me.”

As one looks about the world
with its threats of more and
greater wars and what not, we
seem to be in the position of lit-
tle Tommy. Yet there is another
side of the picture also. If there
are threats of wars, there is a
United Nations, if there is the
danger of atomic bombing, there
is also the possibility that atomic
energy willbe utilized construct-
ively instead of destructively.

The story goes that the first
American Thanksgiving Day a-
rose from something just the con-
trary. The Puritan farmers, it is
said, got together to hold a fast
day. Then some farmer arose
and pointed out how much milk
the cows had given and how big
the corn was and suggested that
instead of a fast day, one of
thanksgiving be held.

It seems it's all-in the point of
view.
Twixt optimist and pessimist the

difference is droll
The optimist sees the doughnut,

the pessimist the hole.
Better still is the Hassidic story

of the man who came to the rabbi
and asked: "You said that man
should thank pod for the evil as
well as the good. How is it pos-
sible to be thankful for evil?"

The rabbi sent him to see Zossi.
Zossi had had many troubles. He
could explain the paradox.

The man went to see Zossi,

who received him kindly. What
did he want? The man told him.

Zossi thought for a minute,
puffed his pipe and said “The

rabbi sent you to the wrong
man.”

Zossi didn't know he had been
having so many troubles. And if
you don't know they are troubles,

they aren't. It takes two to make
a trouble—the trouble itself and

you to recognize it. Trouble is

like a state. If you don't recog-

nize it as such, it doesn't exist.
As Jews, we can perhaps be

most thankful about the Pales-
tine situation. Israel has won its
place in the sun. It has been a
costly battle, but Israel is a pos-

itive fact.
The other day. a non-Jew. Ger-

ald Johnson, writing in the New

York Star, said that the Israeli
fighting has brought respect to

Jews the world over, but Mr.

Johnson adds that he himself de-
plores this, for he writes, the

Jews have gained this respect by

showing they can be as fiercely

savage as other people.
Yes, I suppose we Jews can be

as savage as others. Anyway, it’s
good to see that the Jews are not

for once at the receiving end of
savagery. After 2,000 years of

having been at the receiving end
of blows, even Mr. Johnson ought

to be thankful that we can put

up our mitts too and land a hard
and fast one. Our “savagery”
may tend to reduce the sum total
of savagery rather than increase

it. The anti-Semitic pogroms all
rested on the premise that the
Jews would not fight back. We

thought they might stop hacking

at us by giving them Einsteins
and Freuds, great lights of civili-
zation, but the world doesn’t re-
spect you for producing an Ein-

stein. So the Israelis showed
them their fists and now the

world begins to respect the Jew.

That's something very real to

be thankful for. As poor Richard
was won't to say. "Now I have a

cow, everybody bids me good

morrow."
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HMM, CERTAINLY COULD USE A NEW PLANK-

For Centuries Nobody Wanted The Negev;

Why Do They Covet It Today?

Israel: In the guilded conference rooms of the Palais de
Chaillot, where fifty-eight members of the United Nations
meet to settle world problems, they discuss the Negev. Off
and on they discuss BERLIN and the NEGEV. Berlin was
once an European capital. But what is the NEGEV?

Os course, there can be many answers. Geographically,
it is the triangular southern part of Palestine with its apex
reaching to Aqaa on the Red Sea; its base resting roughly on
a line running a little north of Beersheba. On the left is
Egypt, on the right is Transjordan. The Negev’s area is 45%
of the whole of Palestine, but is occupied only by four to
five per cent of the population. Why should this be so? The
answer is: there is no water; it is a desert.

As your car bumps along the rough track you cannot see
much because of the stifling cloud of dust which is raised
in front of you. Not that there is much to see. Wildest des-
olation surrounds you. As far as the eye can see there is
brownish yellow rocks and sand. Sharp hills cut the sky,
barren and lifeless; the Wadis are twisted, empty of water.

It has not always been like this in the Negev. Since the
time of Abraham many cities flourished here. There is evi-
dence that civilization reigned here, supported by agriculture
as well as trade. The agriculture was based on a comprehen-
sive irrigation system which is necessary to supplement the
scanty rainfall inadequate then as now. With the final
collapse of the Byzantine Empire and increasing invasions
of wild Beduin warriors, the civilized inhabitants of the reg-
ion were driven out, the desert began its inexorable conquest.

For centuries nobody wanted Negev. Not Egypt, not

Turkey, nor Britain. Sand is cheap in this part of the world.
Why do they all want it now? What happened to make the
busy diplomats in the Palais de Chaillot wrangle about the
arid stretch of the desert they have not set eyes on?

It was the Jewish National Fund that started it all. With
the coastal plain and the Emek Jezreel, the Vale of Beisan
and Southern Judea growinly settled, a foothold having been
estblished on Galilee and in the Jordan Valley, the Keren
Kayemeth had to plan ahead. More land had to be found
and prepared for settling hundreds of thousands of Jews from
the European D.P. camps. And then there was another im-
portant consideration. The vital centers of Jewish intensive
settlement, commerce and industry south of Tel Aviv were

dangerously exposed.

It was the vital need for land for new settlement and
for the defense of the Homeland which sent the Karen Kaye-
meth, the People’s Land Fund, on the fantastic adventure
southwards. In 1943, with the world war at its height and
things looking black for the Allies, when Rommel stood at
the gates of the Suez Canal, three experimental settlements
were launched in the Negev.

It was work done at these new settlements of Beth Eshel,
Gevuloth, and Revivim which established that crops can be
raised in the Negev using not more water than is necessary
on the coastal plain. experiments made in these settle-
ments proved that there are possible solutions to the water
problem. This made possible three years later the historic
“Operation Negev”, a daring move, which took place at the
height of the British Mandatory’s anti-Zionist drive and con-
sisted of the founding, overnight, of eleven new settlements
destined to play a major part in holding back the Egyptian
invasion of Israel.

Everywhere I visited they related how the agricultural
work of the settlement was carried on till the last, possible
moment, often under the most difficult conditions. “Our
tomatoes promised so well this year”, a bearded youngster,
born in Tel Aviv, told me as he showed what once was a vege-
table garden. “But wait and see our experiment next year!”
THIS IS THE NEGEV.
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